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PROPS
ACCESS TO THEATRICAL

Sydney Props has many colourful theatrical props 
and large set pieces such as Alice in Wonderland 
and Mad Hatter, 50’s Gas Station, Vintage Circus, 
Arabian and many more.
 
THEMES
Hundreds of themes: we can install small vignettes, 
populate the studio space with a variety of small 
sets, or create an entire room in studio. Ranging 
from Fun and Fantasy, Movies and TV, Historical, 
Sport and many more.

OPULENCE
There are several stand-out sets that we can 
create: Rustic Banquet is a sumptuous, detailed 
environment that looks great on camera. This 
can be installed as a corner vignette, or the entire 
studio area can be dressed for 360º shooting. 
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Sydney Props Photo Studios has the full 
resources of Sydney Props Specialists, 
including Access to Props, set design and 
construction, set dressing, staging, rigging 
and custom prop making.

Your studio hire gives you access to 
Selected Props to be used at 50% discount 
which we then reserve for you and have in 
the studio for your arrival and return to stock 
afterwards.

Small Prop Package (5-6 items only) is 
$400 + GST on DIY basis and subject to 
availability that you grab on the day and 
return to where found afterwards.

Large Prop Package is $1000 + GST 
which gives you full access to our whole 
warehouse on DIY basis and subject to 
availability that you grab on the day and 
return to where found afterwards.
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Phone 9558 8999

STYLED
Our Set  Finishers are masters with paint and 
finish, they can style colour schemes and textures 
for your shoot. Our stylists can help you select 
items based on your requirements and manage 
them through the paint and aging process to get 
the look you are after.

SET DRESSING
Our set dressers are very familiar with Sydney 
Props vast collection and we can source additional 
prop items, including smalls for food shoots and 
unusual items. Our workshop is always on call 
for set variations and we can assign a chippy to 
your production.
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Inspired by the novel “The Great Gatsby” by F. Scott Fizgerald, 
Sydney Props can tailor a package to suit your needs and budget 
includng lights, sound and entertainment whether your requirement 
is an intimate setting for a small group or a large gala dinner for 500 
or more guests. With an extensive range of art deco props, period 
set pieces, backlit panels with custom designs, drapes, painted 
backdrops, candelabras, statues, urns and plinths;  we can transform 
any venue into a breathtaking, shimmering environment for your 
guests to enjoy. 
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Take a nostalgic step back in time and re-
discover the mystery and magic of the 
travelling vintage circus, carnival or fair.  
Select from our range of backdrops and 
props to create a fun vintage experience 
using vintage circus posters on easels, 
plinths, distorting mirrors, caged exotic 
animals, food carts, pretzel stands, light up 
signage and large scale painted scenery.  

Hay bales, crates and barrels are also 
essential and can be used to create a circus 
ring for the ringmaster or an enclosed dining 
area for guests; with festoon lighting and 
lanterns strung above rustic tables and 
seating.
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Our popular Masquerade Theme has it all 
and makes for a memorable special event 
or corporate function. Here the guest is 
transported back to a time in history when 
the Masquerade Ball was a feature of the 
Carnival Season. 

These extravagant events were particularly 
popular in Venice and later throughout 
Europe with guests in fancy dress wearing 
elaborate masks to hide their identity. 
Masked characters and street performers 
also in fancy dress were engaged to 
mingle and entertain the crowd. This 
elegant theme combines lavish drapery 
and painted backdrops as well as statuary 
and architectural elements like archways, 
columns, balustrades and working fountains.  

The key props for this event are richly 
decorated giant masquerade masks, 
ornate head pieces, crystal chandeliers, 
candelabras adorned with jewels and 
champagne glass pyramids. Formidable 
entrance gates, elegant seating, lavish table 
scapes and creative lighting effects also add 
to the visual splendor or this theme. 

Elements from this engaging theme are 
used to create other event themes such as 
Phantom of the Opera, Venetian Carnivale 
and  Rio Carnival as they also use masks, 
feathers and fabrics to create an opulent 
setting with just a hint of decadence.
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Begin with an eclectic mix of event decor and 
props styled against enchanting forest backdrops, 
to create a realm far from the city lights deep 
within the forest. Select tables and seating 
from our range of rustic event furniture, themed 
table scapes, wine barrels, wooden crates, 
candelabras, candle holders and chandeliers 
to create the mood. Light the venue space and 
fill it with decorative potted plants, foliage, floral 
decorations and vines hanging from a leafy 
canopy.  A clandestine bush still, gramophone, 
musical instruments and other assorted period 
props stylishly add to the enchantment and 
ambience of the rustic theme..
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Rustic Banquet
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